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Historical Introduction: Socrates and Plato, aporetic v. definitions, speech v. writing, democracy v. rule by
philosophers.
Part 1: What is Justice and why should we want it?: Plato’s Moral and Political Philosophy
dikaiosune: meaning both righteousness and justice; having the broad sense of “doing the right thing;” and
capable of being applied to individuals and societies.
I. Point of Departure
Socrates faces two compounding challenges regarding the nature and desirability of justice and morality
from Plato’s brothers, Glaucon and Adeimantus.
Glaucon’s Challenge—Legal Positivism and Ethical Egoism:
1. It’s better to be unjust than just.
2. Justice (and right and wrong) arise because people fear being harmed.
3. There is no more to justice and morality than what we agree on—Legal Positivism.
4. Moreover, anyone would be unjust if he or she knew she could get away with it—Ethical Egoism.
Adeimantus’ Challenge—Appearance, not reality, of justice is what’s really good and valuable.
1. Justice is thought good and injustice bad only because of the reputation, honors, and rewards they bring
(366e). E.g. “…the most accomplished form of injustice is to seem just when you are not” (361a). “…one
should want not to be, but to seem just” (362a).
2. What Socrates needs to show is that justice is superior to injustice because of its “intrinsic effects” on the
just person (367b, e). In other words, Socrates must show that being just is a good in itself, independent of
any appearances it may produce.
Socrates Answer: construct a model of justice in society to uncover justice in the individual.

II. Plato’s Republic
In order to meet the challenges raised by Plato’s brothers, Plato goes about analyzing the basic conditions of
a state or society.
Basic Principles of State
1. Non Self-Sufficiency: society founded because individuals are not self-sufficient; we have many
needs we can’t fulfill by ourselves (369b).
2. Natural Specialization: we each have different natural aptitudes that make us best suited to a
particular job (370b-c). E.g. farmer, builder, weaver, shoemaker, etc.
3. Efficiency: efficiency demands that we cultivate our natural aptitudes and do the job we’re best
suited to (370c).
…
Once society is enlarged and becomes more complex, “Guardians” will be needed to keep order and peace.
Justice
First sense: justice will arise in the mutual relationship of the elements that compose the society
(372a). The relationship that produces “health” (372e).
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Status of Women: Common Sense v. Philosophy; Theory of Social Change
1. Basic point of philosophical analysis: “but here, as so often, what is right needs explanation”
(449c). What intuitively makes the most sense, or what we feel driven to believe and find difficult to
suppose not the case should nevertheless be subjected to philosophical analysis and supported (or rejected)
by reason and argument.
2. Plato’s position on Women and Sexual Equality.
i. Analogy to watchdogs: female and male watchdogs should carry out all the same duties,
but females treated as the weaker and males the stronger (451d-e).
ii. Against Public Opinion: Public opinion, customs, “common sense” does not determine
what’s just, moral, natural—reason does!
--Wasn’t long ago that it was thought shocking and ridiculous for men to exercise naked, but
experience showed it was better. –Rare appeal to experience. (452c-d)
iii. Comparison. of Men’s and Women’s “natural capacities” (453a-b, 454c-e)
--Plato compares sex difference to superficial difference between bald and long-haired men.
--Plato clarifies point of comparison: “we never meant that natures are the same or different
in an unqualified sense, but only with reference to kind of sameness or difference which is
relevant to various employments” (454c)
--Plato thus specifies as relevant only those qualities that bear on employment and leadership
aptitude.
--Plato identifies the central difference as being that “the female bears and the male begets”
and maintains that “we shall not admit that this is a difference relevant for our purpose”
(454e). That is, difference between men and women do not bear on their capacity and fitness
as Rulers and Guardians.
iv. General observations:
--“A good many women…are better than a good many men at a good many things” –though
it’s generally true that men are better than woman at most things (455d).
--Natural capacities are equally distributed between the sexes; no job naturally belongs to
men or women.

III. Justice in the State and Justice in Individual
The Society that Plato has described will have four primary virtues: Wisdom, Courage, Self-Discipline,
and Justice. Wisdom and Courage both arise because they are reflected in the Rulers and Auxiliaries,
respectively. Self-Discipline and Justice arise in relation to the behavior of the group as a whole. SelfDiscipline amounts to a harmony between the three classes when each obeys the wisdom of the Rulers.
Justice is closely related to Self-Discipline but is expressed in terms of the basic principles of specialization
and efficiency on which Plato’s discussion of the ideal society is founded. Thus Justice in the State amounts
to each member of society performing his or her proper function (according to the rules of the guardians)
(433a-b). Justice in the State has the intrinsic worth of promoting a harmonious and healthy society.
Plato must then find analogous divisions in Mind or Soul (Psyche) by looking for conflicts in the mind.
Question: How do we know there are separate parts of mind/soul?
1. Principle of disaggregation by conflict and specialization (436b):
i. One thing cannot act or be affected in opposite ways at same time.
ii. We find conflict in ourselves, or conflict in our inclinations (e.g. we want to go
to the beach and come to class).
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iii. Conflict we experience must be due to different and conflictive parts or aspects of us.
2. Plato identifies 3 basic parts/aspects that compose us: Reason, Spirit, and Desire.

Analogy of State to Mind or Soul
State
Rulers
Auxiliaries
Workers

Mind/Soul
Reason
Spirit or Passion
Appetite or Desire

Reason guides both spirit and appetite, making sure that spirit is properly applied and appetites are kept in
check.
As in the case of the State, the Individual is wise and courageous in virtue of his or her reason and spirit; is
disciplined when spirit and appetite are properly subordinated to reason; and is just when all three elements
of the soul perform their proper function. As with the State, the just individual is marked by harmony and
health.
*The just person achieves an internal unity by effectively erasing the conflicts between the different parts of
the soul (443d-e). Justice amounts to having a healthy mind (444d).
*Injustice, by contrast, is described as in internal “civil war” in which passions and desires exceed their
proper bounds and produce “wickedness of all kinds” (444b). One becomes a slave to ones passions and
desires when one is unjust.

Part 2: Why Philosophers Should Rule: Plato’s Metaphysics and Epistemology
First Answer: The Society described cannot be actualized until Philosophers become Kings (473d).
IV. Theory of Forms
1. Each quality (e.g. justice, goodness, beauty, redness, equality, etc.) has both a singular concept or
definition and many instantiations that resemble the concept or definition. E.g. Strawberries are all red, but
they are each slightly different instantiations, examples, or tokens of red.
2. Knowledge vs. Opinion. Knowledge concerns the definition or concept of a quality and is singular.
Opinion concerns particular instances of the concept (e.g. particular examples of red) and can be multiple—
because there are many different instances of, e.g., the concept of red. Opinion lies between knowledge and
ignorance (478d).
3. Knowledge of the definition or concept is knowledge of the form. E.g. Red is a certain wavelength of
light (approx. 680nm); Water is H2O.
4. Knowledge of the form keeps one from confusing opinions for knowledge.
5. Knowledge of forms is knowledge of what is eternal and unchanging (479e). E.g. The concept of red
never changes. So to have knowledge of forms is to have eternal truth.
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6. Philosophers are precisely those people “whose hearts are fixed on the true being of each thing,” i.e. the
forms (480a).
(REASONS WHY PHILOSOPHERS SHOULD RULE)

7. Knowledge of forms has both a descriptive and normative component. That is, one knows what the truth
is (can describe justice, beauty, redness, etc.); and also know how particulars should be (can set appropriate
norms for achieving justice, beauty, etc) (cf. 484c).
8. Being fixed on the true being of each thing also implies that the Philosopher will be supremely truthful
insofar as he or she will be intolerant of untruth in all its forms (485c).
9. Because the realm of truth and the forms are grasped with the mind, the genuine philosopher will forego
physical pleasures and worldly pursuits (e.g. wealth) and thus be far less corruptible than the average person.

V. Form of the Good and Simile of the Sun
i. The Good is what is most real, only exists as actual, thus is pure actuality, reality, truth 505d-e).
The Form of the Good is the source of intelligibility of objects of knowledge and their being and reality
(509b). The forms are or exist insofar as they partake in the form of the good=have actuality. By contrast,
what is not good is what is not real, not true, capable of change. Thus the good is the true is the divine.
ii. Simile of the Sun
a. Visible World: Sun is source of growth and light which gives visibility to objects of sense and the
power of seeing to the eye—the faculty of sight. (507dff.)
b. Intelligible World: The Good is the source of reality and truth which gives intelligibility to objects
of thought and the power of knowing to the mind—the faculty of knowledge=cognition
(508dff).
--The “mind’s eye” must be fixed on objects illuminated by truth and reality in order to
know them and possess intelligence; the “twilight world of change and decay” gives only
opinion and confusion (508d).
VI. The Divided Line (see diagram)
i. Two basic realms: intelligible and sensible/visible/physical, or forms and appearances/instances.
ii. 4 subdivisions:
1) Intelligence: full understanding reached by philosophy via dialectic.
Attainment of 1st principles unconditioned by assumptions.
2) Reason: procedures of mathematics; purely deductive and uncritical of its assumptions—like pure
logic.
3) Belief/Opinion: common sense practical guides lacking firm foundations of dialectical and
deductive thought.
4) Illusion: 2nd hand impressions and opinions.

VII. The Allegory of the Cave (see diagram)
The allegory of the cave encapsulates all the basic features of Plato’s metaphysics. With it, he illustrates his
theory of forms, the distinctions between knowledge and opinion and between the visible and intelligible
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realms, the difference between ordinary life and the philosopher’s life, and the argument for why
philosophers should rule.
Key to the elements of the allegory
i. Shadows in cave: world of appearance and conjecture
ii. Chains binding people in cave: our desires
iii. Fire in cave: our sun, what enables faculty of vision and formation of opinion about changing world
iv. Objects of shadows in cave: physical objects of reflection
(DIVISION IN DIVIDED LINE HERE)

v. Objects reflected in water outside cave: imperfectly apprehended forms (e.g. knowledge of artisans)
vi. Objects outside cave: the forms themselves
vii. Sun outside: the form of the good
Process of going up out of cave: the education of philosopher
Returning to cave: the responsibility and obligation of the philosopher

Some Critical Questions
1. How viable is Plato’s vision of the Republic?
2. Does the principle of natural specialization, in terms of human professsions, really make sense? Is anyone
naturally born to be a carpenter, cobler, or farmer? What could “nature” have to do with these “cultural”
artifacts (making houses, shoes, farming, etc.)?
3. Are you convinced that forms really exist? If not, how do we explain our ability to organize our
experience and communicate successfully?
4. What problems might rule by philosophers generate? Is Plato simply arguing out of his personal bias on
behalf of philosophy or, perhaps, out of mourning for Socrates?
5. Is Plato justified in defining the Good in terms of truth and reality? Is Plato again simply privileging a
certain philosophical bias? Are there alternative conceptions of the good?
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Diagrams

The Divided Line

“the intelligible”

“the visible”

source:
http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/rhatch/HIS-SCI-STUDY-GUIDE/0019_platoDividedLine.html

The Allegory of the Cave

source: http://www.wpunj.edu/cohss/philosophy/courses/hegel/HEGEL1.HTM

